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FINANCIAL SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
CASUAL USER SYSTEMS TRAINING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce self & role
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AGENDA

• Introduction

• General Ledger Account Structure

• Grants Account Structure
• Conversion and Reporting Tools
• Third Party Systems
• Next Steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is going to be a lot of new material and this is only an introduction to the new chart of accounts. I know its scary when things change but we will all get through this together, and be better off on the other side.We have tools created that are being tested and finalized as we speak that you will all have access to. We will provide links to all of the tools in the coming weeks as we approach go live.If you have a question about the material, please ask it, do not worry about interrupting me or the presentation, we want you to take as much away from this as possible.
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COURSE OBJECTIVES

By the end of this session you will be able to:

• Define concepts and terms of the Chart of 
Accounts

• Determine Hierarchies & Reporting

• Describe the General Ledger and Grants Account 
Structures

• How to find and use tools for the new Chart of 
Accounts

• How to use the new Chart to code transactions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will have a short, high level lesson on each of these objectivesThis is more of an introduction to the new COA, with How-To courses coming soon after
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KEY TERMS & CONCEPTS

• General Ledger (GL): System of record for all financial transactions

• Chart of Accounts Structure: The COA Structure identifies how 
you will account for transactions

• Cost Center: Segment values used together in a transaction (excludes 
natural account/object code) 

• Existing: Fund Type – Fund – Organization – Project 

• Segments: Segments are components of cost center, intended to track 
different information

• Values: the range of numbers defined for each segment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we start we need to define some terms and concepts that you will see throughout the presentation.Today you know cost center, show segments & values (they apply to today’s chart and a tomorrow)Were are going to explain the new cost center as part of this training.Fund is a segment org is a segment, same concept applies to old chart, Moving forward in the GL there will be 6, Grants will have 4 and we’ll talk about each in depth throughout the training. 
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WHAT IS A HIERARCHY?

• Hierarchies: structure for 
summarizing segment values. 

• Parent values summarize child values 
for reporting purposes. Values begin 
with a letter followed by numbers 
but length varies depending on 
segment length.

• These can only be used for 
reporting

• Child values are used for posting 
transactions and entering budgets 
and are always numbers, but length 
varies depending on segment 
length.

B Level

C Level

CHILD

CHILD

C Level

CHILD

CHILD

A Level

C Level

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Values are individual values assigned to a segmentHierarchies is a big word but summarizing for reporting (look at tuition and fees at a high level or drill deeper). Summary data for reporting purposed. Two things to understand: parent values start with a letter and are only used for reporting purposed, never revenue or expense recorded against parent valueChild value: individual value for the segment, that’s what you use to buy things, pay, record revenue. All numbers (digits in a child value) parent value starts with letter and is followed by either numbers or letters. Parent values are broader segments, allowing roll-up reporting at different levels. Different ways for executives and admins to slice and dice large amounts of data. By planning unit, funding source, etc.Child values are where specific transactions are charged and stored. Ex: Invoice payments, Journal entries, purchases, billingsReports can be run at the parent level or the child levelEach segment has a hierarchyORG level c is Equivalent of org level six for those who do reporting (letter to designate each level in hierarchy). D is defined across institution for extension campus (specific asked by institutional leadership to provide visibility into extension campuses) Org numbers helps facilitate Hierarchies vary depending on the purpose of the segment and how they need to be summarized �How we summarize revenue is different than how we summarize org You can pull reports at individual segment value (child) or at parent level all the way through hierarchy. HCOM Athens child value or College of Medicine c levelIn funds available today you can pull at org level, in funds available tomorrow you can pull at org level (it’s a little different)
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General Ledger 
Chart of Accounts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we are going to dive a little deeper into the way the general ledger is setup with the new COA
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LESSON OBJECTIVES

By the end of this lesson you will be 
able to:
• Define each Segment in General 

Ledger Structure
• Determine how each Segment is used 

and why it exists

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Define each segment and the values and talk about how you use them
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GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNT STRUCTURE

How
is the 
transaction 
summarized?

Example:
Ohio University, 
OU Foundation

How 
is the 
transaction 
funded?

Example:
Unrestricted,
Sponsored 
Projects, etc.

Who 
administers 
the funds?

Example:
Organization 
in a 
department/ 
planning unit.

What is the 
internal 
purpose of the 
transaction

Example:
Defined by 
Planning Unit 
for tracking 
purposes

Why is the 
transaction 
occurring (govt 
or accounting 
purpose)?

Example:
Instruction, 
Public Service
Fundraising

What
kind of 
transaction is 
taking place?

Example:
Tuition & Fees,
Salaries, etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talked about cost center and segments, in the new chart each of those boxes is a segment which makes up a cost center Just like today fund, fund type, org, project, taskEach of these boxes is a segment - , entity, source, of, activity, function, object.Cost center is entity, source, org, activity, function – we don’t include object just like we don’t include natural account todayWe’ll go in depth into each segment but Iet’s review them at a high levelCover segment value lengthsEntity: usually tells you what kind of entity (ohio university as an entity foundation as an entity, they are both a legal entity that requires reporting also helps use tell which entity incurred cost of generated revenueSource: tells us how the transaction is funded. One of the things we’ve struggle with today is the funding source (general has all different kinds of funding). In new chart we’ve put more definition around source of fund (color of money). Org: who administer fund, which planning unit has control of ledger money, tells us planning unit and department. A lot of orgs of are currently defined in project, future there will be a lot more orgs. A department isn’t o a project, doesn’t have an end date…Activity: purposely added when we started talking to campus about needs, campus said they would like to have field in chart to capture management level info to drive reporting that was important within their unit. This does not exist in todays chart. Function: why transaction is occurring, defined by accounting standards or external entity we have to report to like federal government ( research, fund raising, instruction, etc). Much more dynamic organization, we don’t just do fundraising and development any more (deans are fundraising). Business activities have evolved to the point where function is no longer static and it happens at a transaction level to the point that it needs to be part of the chart.Object: same thing as natural account classify rev, asses, liabilities, expenses, etc. Some similarities and some new and we’ll cover this when we talk about object.You can pull reports on all of these segments but we’ll get into that later. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The chart of accounts in action.  Entity: Ohio or FoundationSource: Where the money comes from Org: Who administers the moneyActivity: Internal purposeFunction: Government reportingObject: The things (think Inspector gadget)
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Segment Value Associated Entity

10 General

20-24 Auxiliaries

50 OUF General

• Identifies how the transaction is summarized for financial reporting.
• Represents major components of the University requiring separate 

balance sheet/external reporting (e.g. legal entities, auxiliary 
operations, etc.) such as Ohio University or OU Foundation. 

• Values will be the same across all Planning Units.

ENT

Examples:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Throughout this section, in the bottom right corner, you can see where we are in the chart. Entity: usually tells you what kind of entity (ohio university as an entity foundation as an entity, they are both a legal entity that requires reporting also helps use tell which entity incurred cost or generated revenue. How we build financial reporting, summarized data, Ohio university is separate for foundation, develop income statements and balance). Mainly used for high level reporting purposes and financial reportingThese are examples of some of the most commonly used Entities, full list posted on COA websiteToday you use fund type if you a general fund 010 (entity 10), foundation accounts – fund type 100, fund type 130, tomorrow spend out of entity 50. �Aux – all have own fund type (starting with 03 today), you will have your own tomorrow. Starts with a 2 Student agency accounts 080 today 80 tomorrow - There is also a quick reference guide associated with COA fundamentals on the COA website
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• Identifies how the transaction is funded.
• Identifies the source of funds classified by restrictions. 
• Values will be the same across all Planning Units.

ENT

• Source values used by Planning Units will generally belong to one of two 
categories: Unrestricted Operations and Restricted Expendable

• Unrestricted Operating: University funds from operations that have no 
“external” restrictions that limit spending

• Designated funds are unrestricted operating funds that departments chose to 
internally designate for specific spending Designated purposes

• Restricted Expendable: funds received from external parties with specific 
spending restriction

• Restrictions are imposed by sponsors and donors

SOURCE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New segment value – nothing like it todaySometimes is representative of NA, sometimes fund in today, sometimes project in todays chart Basically where does the money come from and who is setting the rules on how that money can be spentAs we talked about earlier, restricted or unrestricted, and various flavors within each categoryDesignated is internally restricted – course fees, tech fees, workshops, conference Restricted – NSF, NSAA, NIH, get that money and externally restricted on how we can spend those funds by the federal government
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MOST COMMONLY USED SOURCE 
VALUES

SOURCE

Unrestricted Source Values Example

100000 Unrestricted

100600 PACE

140000 Auxiliaries

113600 Federal Work Study Cost Share

Restricted Source Value Examples

42xxxx Restricted Gifts

43xxxx Endowment Distribution

Examples: Examples:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For a full list check the Quick Reference Giode.
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• Identifies who administers the funds, such as a Planning Unit or 
department within Planning Unit.

• Organization is the lowest level value of University structure.
• Planning Units can consist of multiple Departments  and 

Departments can consist of multiple organizations.
• Values will be different in each Planning Unit.
• Financial Approvers: Specify approvers by Organization values or parent 

values, which will align the approval for spending with the organization 
that is authorized to administer the funds 

__    __

Planning unit = first 2 digits

• 10 – A&S
• 14 – Engineering 
• 25 - HCOM

__

Location = third digit
• 0 – Athens
• 1 – Dublin
• 2 – Cleveland
• 9 – Regionals

• Primarily tracks activities 
of extension campuses

__  __  __

Department & orgs = 
last 3 digits
• Numbered and 

summarized by 
planning units

6 digit value defined as:

ORG

Examples:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning unit and department(s)Org level is lowest level, org value individual segment of the org I where you charge transacation or recognize revenue. Always numbers. Smart logic in designing org numbersEvery planning unit has their own range of org values Arts and sciences will start with one as compares to 14, hcom starts with 25. you can tell planning unit by looking at first two numbers, not dissimilar as today (first 2 digits). Refer to quick reference for planning unit values3rd digit purposefully to set up activities taking place on extension campuses (Dublin, Cleveland) growth areasAthens in Engineering – 140Dublin in HCOM – 251 or 252 in Cleveland9 is reserved only for regionals Last 3 digits, decided by planning unit department by department
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ACTIVITY & FUNCTION SEGMENTS
Both the Activity Segment and the Function Segment
track the purpose of the spending 

• ACTIVITY allows planning units to define purposes 
of spending related to their specific needs.

• FUNCTION tracks high level spending classification 
as defined by the government or accounting 
standards (e.g., instruction, research, etc.). 

ACTV FNC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next two segments are similar; both clarifying purpose talking about them together because they are similar but they track very different things. As we’ve mentioned previously, function actually tracks spending as a classification as defined by external government agency or by income statement annual submitted to state of ohio, driving reporting to federal gov about spending.Track activity at planning unit level (event, planning unit wants to be able to track costs associated with graduation, another example is to track amount of money spent on professional developed some chose to use a lot some hardly any, varies specific by planning unit. Its not required centrally, but field cannot be empty but can be all zeros.
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• Describes the internal purpose of the transaction.
• Allows departments to identify internal purposes for spending 

and associated revenues. 
• Shared values are defined at the University level.
• Each Planning Unit has a unique range of values to define.
• Added to assist in reducing “shadow” systems for monitoring 

and reporting.

Segment Value Activity Range/Definition

0000 Unspecified

1000 - 1199 Shared University defined codes (e.g., Homecoming, 
Halloween, Graduation, Recruiting-Faculty, Recruiting-Staff, 
Recruiting-Students, etc.)

1200 - 1399 Arts & Sciences

1400 - 1599 College of Business

ACTV

Examples:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Track activity at planning unit level. Allows planning units to define types of activities (commencement, Halloween, homecoming, graduation, special events, career fairs). When you need to understand how much you spent on graduation, use activity code to track that (you don’t have to consolidate amongst all departments costs buried in every department that had graduation activities, you can do that by tracking in activity. Hopefully relieve management level of tracking through spreadsheetsProfessional dev is a shared code, any planning unit and department and will be the same value across planning unitsEvery planning unit has an assigned range that they can name whatever they want to track what every they want - cross validation to ensure you can’t use someone else'sIts not required by finance, but field cannot be empty but can be all zeros. Defer to Planning unit about use requirements. If not required, use 0000 
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• Defines why the transaction is occurring (Gov’t or Accounting).
• Defines government and accounting purposes for spending. 
• Only used with expense object codes

• Required for each expense transaction on both University 
and Foundation accounts. 

• Function is a required value for balance sheet and revenue 
accounts it will be 00.

• Values are the same across all Planning Units.

Segment Value Function Description

10 Instruction

25 Sponsored Research

30 Public Service

00 Revenue Accounts

FNC

Examples:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Function classifies an expense transaction by its intent – i.e. why an expense was incurred rather than what was purchased (as in the Object Code field). The Function value helps both internal and external parties (such as donors, government agencies, creditors, etc.) better understand how the entities use their resources in order to achieve their missions. As we’ve mentioned previously, function actually tracks spending as a classification as defined by external government agency or by income statement annual submitted to state of ohio, driving reporting to federal gov about spending.Directly impacts indirect cost study institutional we have a goal to grow research. Direct cost recoveryAs part of the conversion, Funciton has been mapped. Each unit typically has a common function
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• Defines the what kind of transaction is taking place and 
delineates the values by account type for Assets, Liabilities, Fund 
Balance, Revenues, Expenses and Transfers.

• Used to further define the nature of a transaction; for expenses it 
is what is purchased while revenues define the activity that 
generates the income

• Values are the same across all Planning Units.

• Formerly “Natural Account.”

OBJ

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention OBI Dashboard (search by description)The Object segment is used to categorize and consolidate revenue and expense activity as well as delineate internal and external transactions. This information is used in planning unit management reports, building the budget, reporting to the University Board of Trustees and to entities external to the University (i.e. Federal and State government).
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HOW OBJECT IS STRUCTURED

Segment Value Type of Account

Balance Sheet

1xxxxx Assets

2xxxxx Liabilities

3xxxxx Fund Balances

Income Statement

4xxxxx Revenues

6xxxxx Funding Transfers

7xxxxx Expenses

8xxxxx Investment Transfers 

The first digit of the Object represent the major groupings for Assets, Liabilities, 
Fund Balance, Revenue, Transfers and Expenses.

OBJOBJ

Examples:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain numbering, through in expenditure hierarchy Funding Transfers are across unit or within unit transfers.
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INTERNAL CHARGES
To provide better visibility into internal charges (IC), better-
defined Object segments have been created for internal 
charges (IC).

Expense Account Revenue Account Segment Descriptions

782020 482020 IC Postage 

780085 480085 IC Printing Services

780295 480295 IC Equipment Rentals

OBJ

IC codes always start with 78 or 48 and will roll to appropriate parent 
(revenue or expense).

OBJ

Examples:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two distinct descriptions for the Expense accounts and the Revenue accountsThese are partner codes that are meant to be used on either side of the transaction
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TRAVEL OBJECT CODES

OBJECT CODE OBJECT DESCRIPTION

718110 Airfare - Domestic

718115 Charter - Air Transportation - Domestic

718120 Ground Transportation - Domestic

718125 Charter - Ground Transportation - Domestic

718150 Lodging - Domestic

718160 Meals & Incidentals - Domestic

718380 Travel (Conversion Only) 

Note: 400000 is no longer travel expense.  In the new chart, 400000 is 
classified as a revenue code.

OBJ

Examples:
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LESSON SUMMARY
• Terms and definitions under current and new 

charts
• Hierarchies

• Each segment has a unique hierarchy
• Parent and child values within the hierarchy and how 

they are used for reporting and transactions

• Introduced new concept of the GL Chart Structure

• Most commonly used values for each accounting 
segment.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we’ll cover each segment in the Grants accounting in depth
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Grants Accounting
Chart of Accounts
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LESSON OBJECTIVES

By the end of this lesson you will be 
able to:
• Describe what the Grants Module is 

used for 
• Define each Segment in the Grants 

Accounting Structure
• Describe Award Numbering 
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HOW WILL THE GRANTS MODULE BE USED?  

• Sponsored Award: externally funded sponsored awards.
• National Science Foundation or National Institute of Health

• Sponsored Cost Share Award: internally and externally funded, both 
mandatory and voluntary committed.

• Mandatory: Salaries and wages, and benefits
• Voluntary Committed: Equipment

• Capital Projects: internal and externally funded and allow different 
project funding options.

• Construction projects for buildings, other infrastructure and capital improvements

• Internal Awards: managed by the Planning Units for internally funded 
awards.

• Research incentives, start ups, research challenge, departmentally funded for research 
supplements, professional development for faculty, honors tutorial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask if attendees have capital, sponsored, internal awardsSponsored Award: entered into agreement that external is fundingSponsored Cost Share: Mandatory vs Voluntary explanation and detail specific examplesSponsored award, Sponsored cost share award and Capital projects will be managed centrallyInternal Awards are managed by Planning Units and there is a separate training to cover that for individuals identified to administration Internal Awards within each Planning Unit. Internal Awards – Much broader than the IA used today.  
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PROJECT-TASK-AWARD (PTA) STRUCTURE
The new Grants Accounting Chart of Accounts (COA) structure 
will be comprised of four segments, each with a defined 
segment length and set of possible values. 
The project number is sequentially assigned.

Grants COA Structure 

Project
(5)

Task 
(up to 5)

Award
(7)

Expenditure 
Type
(30)

Defines body 
of work

Work 
breakdown 
structure.

Who or how 
it is being 
funded.

Object Code 
with description

For activity tracked in Grants, you will ONLY use the PTA structure when charging transactions.
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AWARD SEGMENT: SMART NUMBER
• Project numbers in the current chart used prefixes to 

identify types of funds

• In the new Chart, the Award is seven digits and the first 
number identifies the type of award:

Sponsored 1 or 2

Sponsored Cost Share 3

Internal Award 4

Capital 9

AWARD

Examples:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a quick overview. We will go through this in depth for each type of award. This is the Cost Center for Sponsored for NIH.  The first letter of the project number G = Grant, U = Unrestricted.  In the future it will
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LESSON SUMMARY
• Terms and definitions used in the Grants Module
• Introduced new concept of Project-Task-Award 

structure
• Award segment smart numbering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parent values are identfied by a letter and are used for reportingChild values are all numbers and are for transactions, how you recognize revenueNow we’ll cover each segment in the general ledger in depth
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Conversion and 
Reporting Tools
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LESSON OBJECTIVES

By the end of this lesson you will be 
able to:
• Define Dashboards and Hierarchies
• Describe the support tools available: 

Conversion Look up, Object code look 
up and Account Validation tool

• Describe cross validation rule
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ORACLE BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE 
(OBI) DASHBOARDS
• Using OBI Dashboards to simplify reporting and campus 

access to data
• Each dashboard contains multiple dashboard pages 

(tabs) to meet the variety of user needs
• Reporting
• Inquiry access 
• Ability to export both reports a well as report and 

transactional data
• Developed “tools” to assist in using the COA

• Conversion look-up 
• Cost Center and Object Code Look-ups

• Financial data in OBI is refreshed at 1:00 a.m. each day 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will no longer receive PDF reports any longer.  You will need to get reports from the OBI dashboards.  PDFs aren’t timely, this is an on demand reporting tool.
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LOGIN TO OBI

• To login to OBI, using Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer, or Google 
Chrome, visit https://www.ohio.edu/finance

• Click the OBI icon

• Enter your OHIO ID and Password

https://www.ohio.edu/finance
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NAVIGATE TO DASHBOARDS

When you login to OBI, click Dashboards (top right 
corner).
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OBI FINANCIAL DASHBOARDS & PAGES

Finance Lookups

GL Funds Available

Grants Funds Available

Cost Center Lookup

Object Lookup

Conversion Lookup

PO Summary

Payments

Equipment Inventory (formerly 
Fixed Assets)

GL General

GL Funds Available

Income Statement by Org Level

Monthly Income Statement by Org 
Level

Transaction Export

Cost Center Lookup

Object Lookup

Conversion Lookup

Reports

Grants General

Grants Funds Available

Summary Reports

Expenditure Inquiry (Transaction 
Export)

Reports

Available to all Faculty & Staff Access determined by Planning Unit CFAO

Access determined by Planning Unit CFAO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Different people will have access to different DB. For example, some people will have access to EM or Bursar DB, others will not. That is 100% OKAY.Access to GL General and Grants General will follow the existing GL and Projects access. All Faculty and Staff will have access to Finance Lookups.  NOTE: Some of the Dashboard Pages are on multiple Dashboards.Leveraged to simplify reporting and access to data for campusEach dashboard contains multiple dashboard pages (tabs) to meet the variety of user needsDeveloped “tools” to assist in using the new COACost Center LookupObject LookupConversion Lookup
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ELEMENTS OF A DASHBOARD

1. Dashboard Name

2. Dashboard pages used to access different datasets

3. Each dashboard has prompts at the top

4. Data is displayed at the bottom after Applied

5. Export feature appears below data

2

3

4

5

1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each Dashboard includes dashboard pages or tabs that you can use to access different data.Dashboards are dynamicEach dashboard has prompts at the topDisplays data at the bottom
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THE POWER OF DASHBOARDS

• Drilldown: blue text indicates a hyperlinked drilldown for 
further detail 

• Breadcrumbs: allow navigation to the previous screens
• Export reports and transactional data in a variety of 

formats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you run the same analysis regularly, you can save your prompt for future use.With the new dashboard reporting, there is much more transaction information available to the end user that drilling down to the actual JE is no longer necessary.  If users would like to look at a JE, the number is referenced in the transaction and should retain a copy of the JE submitted to Finance.
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HOW IS THE HIERARCHY 
STRUCTURED?

• Planning Unit (C Level)
• Extension Campus (D Level)

• If applicable

• Departments (E level)
• Organization values

Aviation (E14020)

Russ College of Engineering 
(C14000)

Aviation (140200)

Planes (140210)

ISE: Industrial Systems 
Engineering (E14070)

ISE: Industrial Systems 
Engineering (140700)

CASTLE: Center for 
Advanced Systems & 

Transportation Logistics 
Eng. (140710)

Other Departments 
(E14xxx)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Values are individual values assigned to a segmentHierarchies is a big word but summarizing for reporting (look at tuition and fees at a high level or drill deeper). Summary data for reporting purposed. Two things to understand: parent values start with a letter and are only used for reporting purposed, never revenue or expense recorded against parent valueChild value: individual value for the segment, that’s what you use to buy things, pay, record revenue. All numbers (digits in a child value) parent value starts with letter and is followed by either numbers or letters. Parent values are broader segments, allowing roll-up reporting at different levels. Different ways for executives and admins to slice and dice large amounts of data. By planning unit, funding source, etc.Child values are where specific transactions are charged and stored. Ex: Invoice payments, Journal entries, purchases, billingsReports can be run at the parent level or the child levelEach segment has a hierarchyORG level c is Equivalent of org level six for those who do reporting (letter to designate each level in hierarchy). D is defined across institution for extension campus (specific asked by institutional leadership to provide visibility into extension campuses) Org numbers helps facilitate Hierarchies vary depending on the purpose of the segment and how they need to be summarized �How we summarize revenue is different than how we summarize org You can pull reports at individual segment value (child) or at parent level all the way through hierarchy. HCOM Athens child value or College of Medicine c levelIn funds available today you can pull at org level, in funds available tomorrow you can pull at org level (it’s a little different)Start with Level c (org level 6 today)You don’t have to have every level  - this is why you don’t see D here. Not everyone has DAthens colleges B level in BudgetHierarchy built to allow you to skip levelsThis is a common example of org an hierarchy: Not the entire hierarchy 3 departments that start at the e level. Only a partial hierarchy,. Level C is where most of campus will begin as it pertains to the planning unitsAs you move down the hierarchy, the data becomes more granular and detailedSub – Depts – can also be described as a Discipline in academic PU’s or an area within administrative units (General accounting and AP are areas within the Controller’s Office). Child Values at the bottom are the only ones where specific business transactions occur, parent values are for reporting onlyYou don’t have to select every level in the hierarchy in order for a report to work, you could select a level C planning unit and then under that skip a D selection and pick a C or and F level if you wanted to see specific spend or revenueE defines departments, f further breakdown (sub departments) – most planning units have stopped in F.Then child values are individual segment values that recognize rev and charge expenses, that’s where you pt your depositsThis example has c,d,e,f hierarchy for org values
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CONVERSION LOOKUP DEFINED

• The Conversion Lookup is a crosswalk from the old Chart of 
Accounts to the New Chart of Account using any segment 
value(s) from either old or new.

• One-to-one conversion of the old to new Cost Center.

• The Conversion Lookup identifies whether the old account 
string mapped to a GL string or a PTA string.
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CONVERSION LOOKUP LAYOUT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the Left, you will find your old Cost Center detailIn the center, you will find the GL dataOn the right, you will see PTA dataChargeable flag is the last column
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CONVERSION LOOKUP – ENTIRE STRING 
OLD TO NEW
• Old Cost Center and Natural Account for Budget Office 

Admin Salaries
• Return two sets of results: 

• Cost Center for Budget Office
• Appropriate Object Code

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Old Organization 20015 is the Budget OfficeYou can mix and match your prompts.  You can pick from any column to find information.Cost CenterEntity – Source – OrganizationEntity – Source – Organization- ActivityEntity – Source – Organization – Activity – Function 
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OBJECT LOOKUP DEFINED
• Object Lookup details available Object Codes, their Description 

and uses. You may prompt by Object Code or any part of the 
Description.

• If you search for a word in the Description, it will search the 
parent values.
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OBJECT LOOKUP
If you enter a word in the Description, it will search the object description and 
all parent level object descriptions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you search for a word in the Description, it will search the parent values.
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GL FUNDS AVAILABLE DEFINED

• See Cost Center level summary of Income 
Statement Activity

• See Cost Center level summary of Income 
Statement Activity compared to Budget

• Allows drilling to financial activity details

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the Dashboard that is replacing FAView
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FA: SPECIFIC STRING: REVENUE EXPENSE 
VIEW

Income statement activity for the cost center for the chosen period

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember from the conversion lookup, I found the new cost center for the budget office. I am going to type it in hereWill not auto-fill fields, but you can tabNote: Period and R-Level parentShow the view selector
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FA SPECIFIC STRING: TRADITIONAL VIEW

Net Income statement activity for a cost center for a 
chosen period compared to budget
1. Remaining balance: Budget – YTD Actuals
2. Click Cost Center to drill down

1

2
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DRILL DOWN: OBJECT SUMMARY
1. Ability to drilldown to transactions (blue text)

1. Whole Cost Center OR Single Object Code

2. Use breadcrumbs to navigate back

2

1
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TRANSACTION DETAILS

1. Account – Will take user to PEDS data (with 
permission)

2. JE Header Name – Will take user to JE

1 2
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DRILL DOWN: TRANSACTIONS

• Users can export data in various ways
• PDF and Excel

• Export will look just like the screen (formatting and 
layout)

• .csv
• Raw data for further analysis
• Removes formatting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about PEDS and HR DB access
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GRANTS FUNDS AVAILABLE DEFINED

• Grants Funds Available shows totals by Project, 
Task and Award (PTA) combination with 
drilldowns to Project and Award summaries with 
additional drilldowns to transaction detail.

• Period is required
• Multiple combination options 
• Drilldown by Project, Task or Award for more details
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GRANTS FUNDS AVAILABLE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provides “snapshot” of funds available by PTA for the individual/department.PTA Start and PTA End – identify the valid expenditure item dates for that PTAPTA Chargeable – identifies if the PTA is currently able to be charged Drilldown available to Project, Task or Award detail by Expenditure Category
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GRANTS FA: EXPENDITURE CATEGORY
• Will return expenditure detail for every Task and Award for 

selected Project 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example, we will drill-down by Project.Sponsored Revenue is recognized daily based on expenditures.Accounts Receivable is generated based on periodic invoicing: monthly, quarterly, end of period.Example:    Revenue generated daily from October 1 – December 31, 2017 for a total of $6,000.  Accounts Receivable was Unbilled at the end of each month until quarterly invoice was generated for $6,000 through December 31, 2017. If invoice was requested for $8,000 instead of $6,000 then Revenue recognized for $6,000 and Deferred Revenue for $2,000.You ca save your prompts but we won’t cover that today.  There is a QRG available if you would like to learn more.
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GRANTS FA: EXPENSE TRANSACTION

• Drilldown to Expense Transaction from Expense Category

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the drill-down for Subcontracts.
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OTHER DASHBOARD PAGES INCLUDE
• PO Summary

• Details Purchase Order (PO) and their associated 
Invoices

• View Information about PO and payment
• Payments

• Details for payments made to suppliers
• Video
• Quick Reference Guide

• Equipment Inventory (formerly Fixed Assets)
• Details University fixed assets

https://youtu.be/L6FEe48_eoo
https://www.ohio.edu/sites/default/files/sites/finance/systems/files/Payments_Dashboard_Quick_Ref_Guide.pdf
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HOW DO SEGMENTS WORK TOGETHER?  

Validation rules control and limit how segment values 
can be combined in forming an account string 
Examples: 

• Culinary org must be used with Entity 21 (Culinary Svcs)

• Source 140000 (Auxiliaries) must be used by Auxiliaries 
• Scholarship object codes must use Function 72 

(Scholarships, Discounts & Allowances)

• Planning Unit can only use their Activity Code range
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ACCOUNT VALIDATION TOOL
Interactive tool that allows the user to validate a group of cost 
centers (via an Excel upload) or a single cost center via the screen.
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LESSON SUMMARY

• An OBI Dashboard is a set of pages/tabs used to simplify 
reporting and campus access to data

• Conversion LookUp in OBI will allow you to view old strings to new 
strings.

• Object Code LookUp will aid in finding the appropriate object code by 
name, description of category. 

• Validation rules control and limit how segment values 
can be combined in forming an account string 

• The Account Verification Tool will tell you if your 
account string is valid or not and why (if not valid)
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Third Party Systems
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LESSON OBJECTIVES

By the end of this lesson you will be 
able to:
• Code transactions in third party 

systems: BobcatBUY, Concur, and 
Workforce.
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BobcatBUY
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BOBCATBUY: SELECT ACCOUNT TYPE

General Ledger

Grants

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In bobcat buy for purchases, you have the option to choose to spend either in the GL or the PTA moduleYou have to choose to spend in either one or the other module, cant do bothFunctionality is the same, all that is changing is the account string
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BOBCATBUY (CONTINUED)

• Split costs between General Ledger and Grants:

• Purchase Requisition Validation will continue to 
validate General Ledger and Grants strings

• Approvals will be based on Organization values

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can split costs between the GL or the PTA, functionality is the same as before
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OBJECT CODE LOOK UP IN 
BOBCATBUY

• The term natural account has been replaced with 
Object Code.  The functionality for entering an 
object code has not changed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s log into BobcatBUY to show you how this is done in the system.
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BOBCATBUY PURCHASE ORDERS

• BobcatBUY POs are not being converted, all POs in 
the old Chart will be closed.

• No change orders can be done for POs with the old 
Chart account string, even if we could the POs are 
closed.

• Old numbers will be searchable in BobcatBUY but 
any old account number will have an X at the end. 
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BobcatBUY
• Delete any Draft Carts created prior to the COA implementation
• Delete any Assigned Carts not approved prior to COA 

implementation
• Remove/Add new Custom Field and Accounting Code Defaults in 

your profile
• You can’t submit draft carts unless you go back and edit the 

accounting information

Note: Only copy new carts after the COA implementation

THINGS YOU NEED TO DO BEFORE 
YOU USE THE SYSTEM
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Concur
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CONCUR

• First we select Policy:

For Grants: Produces narrowing list of values:  select Project> shows Tasks on Project> 
shows Task Organization on Task> shows Awards funding the selected Project/Task

For GL: Allows you to select values for each segment.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First select which string, PTA or GLDo travel expense report exactly the same as you would today, same functionality, new account strings
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CONCUR (CONTINUED)
• The system continues to display lists of cost centers that the 

user has previously used.  If you select one, the system will 
populate the individual segments.

• Approvals will be based on Organization values.
• You can’t self approve, Concur will escalate to your 

supervisor for approval.
• If a transaction is split between multiple orgs, all org 

approvals are required.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can split costs between the two account strings just as beforeLet’s log into Concur to show you how this is done in the system.
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CONCUR EXPENSE TYPES
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Concur
• Any reports that were not processed proper to conversion have 

been forced through to your default cost center with a object code 
of 777900.  

• You will have to complete an accounting correction to move the 
transaction to the correct account and add supporting 
documentation to Concur.

THINGS YOU NEED TO DO BEFORE 
YOU USE THE SYSTEM
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Workforce
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WORKFORCE
• To Charge to GL, populate Entity – Source – Organization – Activity –

Function – Object 
• To charge to Grants, populate Object: Project/Task/Award 
• Overrides to costing for non-student employees still happens 

directly on the timesheet in the provided fields.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In workforce, functionality is also the same as beforeJust pick your account string, either PTA or GL Hiring process is not changingNightly edit will go directly to Payroll. System outage: December 13-15 system will be up and running on o the 15th at 8:00 am.Everything will convert, information will be there when you get back in the system.  
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WORKFORCE (CONTINUED)
• The “new hire” process for a student in Workforce will now look like 

this.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This will still happen as it does today in Edit Assignments. 
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WORKFORCE (CONTINUED)
• The “default” costing will be in the same “Exceptions” area of the Workforce 

timesheet 

• For split costed non-student employees.  Grant funded is only Project, Task, 
Award and Object code

• Operating accounts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s log into Workforce to show you how this is done in the system.
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LESSON SUMMARY

• The only change in process within BobcatBUY, Concur, and 
Workforce is entering a General Ledger string or a Project-Task-
Award (Grants) String
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NEXT STEPS

• System Go Live: December 12
• Pop Up Sessions:

• Wednesday, 12/13, 11:00 AM – 12:00 PM WUSOC 302
• Friday, 12/15, 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM, Baker 240/242
• Monday, 12/18, 10:00 AM – 12:00 PM, HRTC 141-145
• Wednesday, 12/20, 9:00 AM – 12:00 PM, HRTC 141-145

• For Help: Contact Planning Unit CFAO/Change 
Network Representative or Finance Customer Care

• Email Updates from FinanceNews
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QUESTIONS?

coa@ohio.edu
FSE Change Network

1. COA Quick Reference Guide
2. COA Website

Additional quick reference guides and training support 
materials will be distributed between now and go-live. Your 
Planning Units CFAOs and Change Network Representatives will 
be communicated new account numbers as appropriate. 

Reference Materials

mailto:coa@ohio.edu
https://www.ohio.edu/finance-administration/partnerships/change-network.cfm
https://www.ohio.edu/sites/default/files/sites/finance/coa/files/chart-of-accounts-quick-reference-guide.xlsx
https://www.ohio.edu/finance/coa
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